
 

 

CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 From the analysis, the writer found several conclusions. Firstly, in the romance 

short stories we can see that the pursuit of desire done by the subjects caused by their 

loneliness so they need to find someone to be loved and spend their life with. Newt 

wants to pursue Catharine to get married with and live together with, the same as 

Helene, who feels lonely and falls for Harry to be together with and to fill her 

emptiness or loneliness.  

 Secondly, we can see that in science fiction the subject are chasing their desire 

of freedom and piece that makes them fight the government rules which is not good 

for humanity. The main characters want the peace and freedom of the society. On the 

other hand, the government tends to rule the country without noticing the thing which 

is truly needed by the citizen. For instance, the rule of the equality makes the citizen 

suffer and lose their freedom to express themselves. Furthermore, the government’s 

obsession of war puts humanity in danger and becomes not safe. 

 Thirdly, from the analysis we can see that all of the subject in both of the genre 

are pursuing their desires. Moreover, there are two kinds of output as the result of 

their pursuit. While in Romance the parsed result gives the benefit for personal needs 

like longing toward someone’s love or to have someone to spend their life together 

with. In other hand, the pursuit result in the science fiction short stories gives the 



 

 

benefit of people in general, people in the form of freedom and peace such as peace 

and freedom.  

 Lastly, from the application of the “canonical narrative schema”, we can see 

that there is a difference between the contract in science fiction short stories and the 

romance short stories. The main character of the romance short stories keeps on doing 

one contract constantly, while the main character of the science fiction short stories 

tends to against the government by breaking the first contract regarding the obligation 

and makes the second contract to pursue their desire. 

 However, the main thing that relates both of the genre is that all of the main 

characters are pursuing their desire in the story. 

 


